L’Heptaméron des Gourmets a NUNCHI publication:
the culinary-literary event of 2018.
At last the new publication of this cult book by Edouard Nignon.
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A -c-hef’s Masterwork
IN THE GASTRONOMIC PANTHEON alongside the likes of Taillevent,
Carême, Escoffier, Point and Chapel, there is Edouard Nignon (1865-1934).
The legendary career of this colossal chef who, from Paris to London, on to
the tsar’s table, and in major restaurants, revolutionized the idea of the role
the chef and gave fervor to culinary creativity.
In 1919, he published the Heptaméron des Gourmets. Conceived as an astonishing
journey made by Ligurian ambassadors to the land of Cockaigne, the book
gives an account of seven days around seven menus. Accompanied by some
great names of the epoch including Apollinaire, Nignon composed in a
hundred recipes, an veritable cathedral of tastes that is considered as such
today by some of the foremost contemporary chefs.

A Masterwork
BY REPUBLISHING THE HEPTAMÉRON DES GOURMETS,
almost a century after its first publication, NUNCHI celebrates this
monument of gastronomic literature by endowing it with a new
dimension, that of an art book. A creative adventure to which the
artists and artisans involved in the process of making this book have
contributed the their utmost expertise and know-how to respond to
the values that are the life force of haute cuisine: intelligence of the
hand, aesthetic consideration and a sensitivity to the material.
From paper to fabric, from calligraphy to typography, from binding
to packaging and from engraving to printing, every operation is
part of a total, ethical and exacting publication. The Heptaméron des
Gourmets (re) discovers itself today sublime and magnificent.
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Cliquez sur les images pour en savoir plus sur l’artiste correspondant.

An album accompanies the publication, which is rich
in extracts from original manuscripts, a chronology of
Edouard Nignon’s life by Pascal Pineau, and with an
introduction to the book by Emmanuel Rubin.

a. André Branzi : architect
b. Benoît Dudognon et Stéphanie Allard : master papermakers
c. Fanny Boucher : master héliogravure printer
d. Pascal Duriez : art printer
e. Kum Youngsuk : calligrapher
f. Satomi Sakuma : textile artist

Yo-u- can fi-n-d -n--u--n--c--h--i-...

Nunchi will be present from 8 to 19 March at the Hermes
Bookstore LA CHAINE D’ENCRE inside the store :
17 rue de Sevres, 75006 Paris
Exposure during «le saut Hermes»
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Bourg-de-Four 32, 1204 Genève
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About -n--u--n--c--h--i- publicatio-n-s
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE YOUNG NUNCHI HOUSE is to reflect on the
world of the table, its evolution throughout history, its place in culture and its
role in creation. The House publishes and orchestrates books, objects, events
and locations with a total respect for know-how and expertise, for the needs of
artists and artisans alike, and with a concern for ethical production.
As a kind of manifesto to this philosophy, NUNCHI inaugurates its catalog
with an ambitious reissue of the Heptaméron des Gourmets, a reference book for
many enlightened chefs, collectors and hedonists, as well as a symbolic work
about the table in the light of it being a total art itself.
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L’Heptaméro-ndes Go-u-rmets
Ou les délices de la cuisine française
NUMBERED EDITION FROM 1 TO 7 :
€8,777 Printed on Washi paper, including 7 copperplate
heliogravures.
NUMBERED EDITION FROM 8 à 78 :
€2,777 Printed on Washi paper.
NUMBERED EDITION FROM 79 TO 777 :
€1,919 Printed on traditional Zerkall paper and Washi paper.

OPTIONS ON REQUEST :
- Personalized box cover in Washi paper by Young Suk
Kum, our calligrapher.
- Embellished illuminations and tailpieces for the
numbered edition from 79 to 777.

Buy on line: www.nunchi.it/en
Access to high-definition photos and films: www.nunchi.it/en/press

Consultable at the following outlets:
Rémi Flachard, a bookshop specializing in the culinary arts at 9 Rue du Bac in Paris (06).
Galerie Ariel Jakob, at 28 place des Vosges in Paris (04).
Gastéréa, a bookshop specializing in the culinary arts at Rue Cité-Derrière in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Librairie Mazarine, 78 rue Mazarine Paris (06)
Librairie Jullien, Livres neufs et anciens, antiquariat - Bourg-de-Four 32, 1204 Genève

Librairie F. Jousseaume, 45 46 47 Galerie Vivienne 75002
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, 107 rue de Rivoli 75001
Librairie du Musee des Abattoirs, Toulouse 76 allées Charles de Fitte
Librairie Masséna, Nice 55 Rue Gioffredo
Librairie du Chateau Lacoste, Le Puy Sainte-Reparade route de la cride
Gasterea, Lausanne 3 rue cite-derriere
Librairie Papyrus, Namur, 16 rue bas de la Place
Books For Cooks, 4 Blenheim Cres, Notting Hill, London W11 1NN, Royaume-Uni
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